THE DEPRESSION DIDN'T STOP US ... our reputation for designing distinctive courses has enabled us to add eleven new ones during the past three years to one hundred others now being enjoyed by golfers everywhere. Our courses cover the Western Hemisphere from Rio de Janeiro to Vancouver ... outstanding courses, all of them.

If you want a distinctive and pleasurable golf course, economically constructed ... we can create it for you.

45 West 45th Street, New York

IT'S ALMOST HUMAN

CARPENTER mower sharpening SYSTEM

- Sharpens both hand and power mowers. Does the job almost automatically. Easy to operate—simple to adjust—no experience required. Keeps mower always efficient at low rate of cost.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED FOLDER

Golf Supply Houses, etc., are invited to write for dealer proposition.

STONE ACRES

Distributors PRINCETON, N. J.

ALL-PURPOSE POWER MOWER

CUTS ANY HEIGHT—SAVES 50% OF YOUR COST

Horizontal rotary scythe action eliminates all supplementary cutting and trimming equipment.

LOOK AT THESE ADVANTAGES:
- LOW COST of maintenance, due to few working parts, simplicity of design and high quality of materials used.
- EASILY ADJUSTED—range of cut from roots to three (3) inches by 1/4-inch adjustments.
- SCYTHE ACTION CUTTER—no reel, bottom blade, clutches, gears, or chains to come out of adjustment.
- SAVES LABOR—Cuts either forward or backward with no lost motion.
- TRIMMING—Cuts under and around shrubbery ... within one-half inch of fences, monuments, etc.
- CUTS ANY HEIGHT of grass and weeds—makes a lawn in one operation.
- FERTILIZING VALUE—Cuts grass into short lengths that sink into the roots where they produce fertilizer of high value.
- WRITE FOR FREE BULLETIN NO. 10.

GOLF'S MARKET PLACE

The 1936 carton and box for Tommy Armour golf balls will make a colorful display in pro-shop display cases. Worthington Ball Company, Elyria, Ohio, report heavy advance orders indicate a great year for this ball.

Carpet Lawn Mower Sharpener, distributed by Stoneacres, Princeton, N. J., is meeting with fine reception by greenkeepers. All types of mowers, hand or power-operated up to 36-inch blades, can be handled on the machine, and blades are the result of settling are filled by hand and worked well down through the mat.

Fairway fertilization must be given serious attention nowadays. I mention this because it seems to be commonly supposed among golfers that irrigation will take the place of fertilization. This is decidedly not so. Watering will supplement the use of fertilizers but will not replace them. To make the point stronger I will state it this way: that with the particular soil with which I am familiar, I could promise after several seasons to have a much better turf at less cost, by fertilizing without water than by watering without fertilizers.

While many have the habit of applying fertilizers in the spring when making one annual dressing, the practice is changing to early fall. Observers point to the latter as being more satisfactory where crabgrass is a menace. It is also probable that this custom might help in clover management by encouraging a strong growth of grass in the cool season and at the same time bring about a softer condition in the clover plants to make them susceptible to winter-kill. Our general practice in the past has been to put on the fertilizer early in the spring; it got the job out of the way and it gave the grass the full advantage of the spring growth.

WHAT'S IN YOUR SOIL?

"A complete inexpensive qualitative chemical and bacteria soil analysis service."

ELMHURST LABORATORIES

Horticultural Chemists—Biologists

ELMHURST, ILLINOIS
given a “straight line edge” to assure uniform contact between reel knives and bed knife.

No particular skill is required to operate the sharpener, the makers claim, nor is it necessary to take the mower apart, since the whole unit is placed in the sharpener and the actual sharpening is almost automatic.

Illustrated literature will gladly be sent any golf club on request to the distributor, Stoneacres, Princeton, N. J.

New markings on Silver King boxes and balls are eye-stoppers. The ball has a king's head marking that's strikingly different.

Chicago pro office of Wilson Sporting Goods Co. moves March 1st to suite 1201 Kimball Bldg., Jackson and Wabash ave. The complete Wilson line of pro merchandise will be on display and sufficient stock carried to meet all ordinary demands of the pros.

Joe Flynn, George Hagerman, Jack
WE MEAN IT!
When we say Golf Ball Marking can be satisfactory as well as profitable—we mean it.

AND PROVE IT!
Our proposition for installing the nationally known Fulname Marker puts you under no obligation unless satisfied. Our Trial plan will bring the outfit to you for demonstration to your players. Write for details.

The Fulname Co., LE BLOND BUILDING CINCINNATI, OHIO

PHOENIX RED TIP TRACTOR SPUDS Extra Long Service
Made of a special analysis steel, hardened by the latest scientific heat treating methods. Sizes from 3/8 in. to 5/8 in. Also Mower Spuds. Inquiries invited.

PHOENIX MANUFACTURING COMPANY Joliet, Ill. Catawauqua, Pa

“The LINKS” ROBERT HUNTER’S famous book on golf architecture.
This recognized authority—a “best seller” at $4.00—offered to GOLFDOM readers postpaid at only $1.25. A valuable addition to your greens library. Send check with order—today!

GOLFDOM BOOK DEPARTMENT 14 E. Jackson Blvd. Chicago

That Happy Combination of Quality and Economy is offered in our

New Broadmoor One-Color Score Card
Produced by a New Process, its price is $21 for 5,000. The card, fully complete and comprehensive, is not small and the stock is heavy.

Samples to clubs on request
JOHN H. VESTAL CO., Printers 703 South La Salle Street - - - Chicago

Harris and Mike Buggy will be on hand to keep things functioning smoothly.

L. M. Sheppard replaces Paul Sage as L. A. Young Golf Co. representative in the Philadelphia territory, which comprises eastern Penna., southern N. J., Va., Md. and Del. Sheppard has been well known in this territory for the past 18 years, during which time he acted as representative for various golf manufacturers. A complete stock will be carried at Sheppard’s headquarters, 1209 Arch st.

Paul Sage, formerly at Philadelphia, goes to Chicago as manager of the Young branch there.

Western Pennsylvania will be covered this season as before by Bruno Minkley, while northern New Jersey will be taken care of by Larry Dow.

Outboard Motors Corp., Milwaukee, Wis., announces the 1936 Lawn-Boy power mower (built by the makers of Evinrude outboard motors), is now available with rubber tires at moderate extra cost.

Lawn-Boy’s original specifications are fundamentally unchanged. “One-Hand” control is still the big feature. Pull on the grip and wheels are automatically disconnected while cutting reel keeps whirling. Drop handle and both reel and wheels stop. Far-forward location of cutting bar

NEW LIFE FOR GREENS & FAIRWAYS

“Lime Crest” CALCITE (Pulverized) does wonders in sweetening soil, making grass on greens and fairways grow lush and green. Finely pulverized high-calcium limestone—quick acting, long lasting. Write for full information. Limestone Products Corp. of America, Dept. 269 Newton, N. J.
and reel enables Lawn-Boy to trim 6 in. closer to shrubs, trees and walls than a hand mower, the makers claim.

Sales points include: weight, 195 lbs; cuts 18 in. swath; is only 25 in. wide; will mow up to 3 acres a day; fuel cost 20c; governor-controlled speed from 2 to 3 1/2 miles per hour; four cutting heights, 9/16 in. to 1 3/4 in.

Lawn-Boy retails for $110 (with rubber tires, $120), sells on easy terms and carries the same guarantee as Evinrude Outboard Motors.

Darmil Corporation, 1416 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo., is introducing to the equipment market its new precision Seeder, which measures and plants all kinds of grass seeds evenly at a uniform depth. Fourteen circular knives of saw-steel, 1 1/4" apart, cut narrow furrows into which the seed drop. Only half the usual amount of seed is needed, the makers claim, since they are not scattered to the wind, but actually planted. On any medium sized to large seeding program the original price of the machine can be saved.

Mechanically built to last a lifetime, it is easy to manipulate and will turn at short angles. The Darmil seeder was created by T. H. Riggs Miller well known turf authority and developed by Eugene Darnell.

Evans Implement Company, 569 Whitehall, Atlanta, Ga., in celebration of its fifteenth anniversary, has just issued the largest and most complete catalog ever

**BENT GRASS**

Vigorous, healthy stock that develops fine, true putting surfaces. Write for full information.

HIRAM F. GODWIN
Box A, Redford Sta., Detroit, Mich.

**ROOT ALL PURPOSE SPREADER**

This machine will cut upkeep cost more than any piece of equipment used on golf courses. For speed, economy and perfect application it is unexcelled.

THE ROOT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1051 POWER AVE., CLEVELAND, OHIO

**TOP-DRRESSING, FERTILIZING, SEEDING**

This machine will cut upkeep cost more than any piece of equipment used on golf courses. For speed, economy and perfect application it is unexcelled.

THE ROOT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1051 POWER AVE., CLEVELAND, OHIO

**R. H. Tractor Wheel SPUDS**

quickest to put on or take off. Increase tractor efficiency and cultivate turf . . . that's why more than half the U. S. and Canadian clubs use them. Durable and low priced. All sizes for all purposes. Sample spud and circular on request; advise make of tractor and purpose for which intended. Immediate shipment. If your Ford or equipment dealer cannot supply, write direct to

R. S. HORNER
Geneva, Ohio
MFR. OF SPUDS, FORD-SON WHEELS, ETC.
Improve your greens and fairways—at lowest cost—with this machine that shreds, mixes and sifts soil in one operation. Powered with gas or electric motor. Easily moved. Costs little to own or operate. Write for catalog. Kemp Manufacturing Co., Dept. G-36, 1919 Peach St., Erie, Pa. **KEMP POWER SOIL SHREDDERS**

offered by the organization. Prices for golf course implements of all kinds are 90% the same as last year. Price reductions are indicated in a few cases.

A special section of the catalog is devoted to the Ideal fairway mowers and power greens mowers. The new model heavy duty Ideal units are now equipped with steel rollers—steel cut gears and pinions. The new high wheels and additional weight enables this unit to cut grass anywhere.

The company is offering an electric alarm clock free with all orders of $20.00 or more placed before May 1st.

Acushnet Process Co. New Bedford, Mass., has a field demonstration trailer containing a driving machine and other equipment for testing golf balls. Interesting and well attended shows are being put on for pros and their members and guests at southern golf clubs. The outfit will move north with the season.

Spectacular field demonstrations are conducted with the driving machine for distance, with an approaching machine for accuracy on shots up to 150 yards, and a putting machine. Tests are conducted under pro supervision.

Also in the van for inspection by the golfers who are attracted by the extensive display of posters advertising the demonstrations at the clubs, are a X-ray machine for showing internal construction, a compression machine, a guillotine for testing cover toughness, and other interesting devices.

Information concerning the demonstration outfit’s routing may be secured from the company.

Canvas Products Corp., Fond du Lac, Wisc., due to steadily increased sales of Can-Pro bags, has enlarged its plant to take care of the demand. Upon completion recently, the new 5000 sq. ft. of space was immediately put into action—giving an opportunity to assure prompt delivery on spring shipments.

For 1936, Can-Pro presents a complete line of bags for both men and women. The

**AMMO-PHOS**

*High-Analysis Fertilizer*

The performance of AMMO-PHOS in U.S.G.A. tests over several years was outstanding. From the beginning the AMMO-PHOS plots were the best. **AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY**

*New York, N. Y.*


**TO MAKE YOUR GREENS AND FAIRWAYS GREENER, MORE DURABLE AND UNIFORM**

*Use AMMO-PHOS*

**High-Analysis Fertilizer**

The performance of AMMO-PHOS in U.S.G.A. tests over several years was outstanding. From the beginning the AMMO-PHOS plots were the best. **AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY**

*New York, N. Y.*


**FIELD DEMONSTRATOR**

**Acushnet**

**DIAMOND CALK HORSESHOE CO.**

4702 Grand Ave., Duluth, Minn.

**It’s Always Sharp!**

Core of extra hard steel runs through center of spud. Softer outside steel wears first—keeping spud sharp until completely worn away. Will outlast ordinary spuds.—Good for the turf.

Write for Details.

**DIAMOND CALK HORSESHOE CO.**

4702 Grand Ave., Duluth, Minn.
assortment is designed to answer the needs of any pro. The line comprises the popular canvas Sunday bag; many sizes of canvas bags with leather trim; and leather bags, together with oblong bags and carry-all bags. All distinctively smart, in assorted trims and solid colors that will meet the approval of the most exacting golfer. Another new number is the “Big 8” bag, especially designed for pro use—all-leather construction, saucer-shaped with leather studded bottom, extra-wide sling—rawhide top and zipper pockets. Inquiries for these bags are being solicited by the makers.

The greatest "switch" in mowing history—
is the switching of the BUDD blade when one edge gets dull. With four edges, you can readily see how much keener, better mowing can be done before layups, or layoffs are necessary. The number of Budd-equipped clubs keeps growing bigger—and their mowing expenses smaller. When are you going to “switch”? Write today for details.

BUDD MFG. CO., DEPT. G, RAVENNA, O.

 Classified Ads
Rates: 10 cents a word per issue. Minimum charge $2.50

Wanted—Position by greenkeeper with seventeen years experience on maintenance and construction. Married; no children. Highest references for ability and character. Address: Ad 308, % Golfdom, Chicago, Ill.

Are you looking for a high-class locker-room steward, construction tender? If so, my record as such over a period of twenty years at three of the most exclusive country clubs in the Chicago district, merits investigation, with an interview desirable. Address: Ad 307, % Golfdom, Chicago, Ill.

Correspondence solicited from responsible parties interested in constructing and operating a course at Grand Lake, Colorado. Western entrance to Rocky Mountain National Park. Visited by thousands anxious to golf. No course in vicinity. Have excellent property for lease at reasonable price. Address: Ad: 306, % Golfdom, Chicago, Ill.

Professional—Experienced as assistant at famous clubs in master pro job wants new situation due to economic conditions. Reference. Address: Ad 304, % Golfdom, Chicago, Ill.

Successful and experienced golf business man, finest qualifications as pro, greenkeeper and house manager, is interested in proposition for club operation. At present employed and showing excellent results at southern club, but wants situation with larger club. Write stating details of proposition to: Ad 304, % Golfdom, Chicago, Ill.

Can some high class club use the services of two, as pro-manager and hostess-enterer, having long experience in course upkeep, executive management, and serving the best of foods. References, former employers, anywhere. Address: Golf Professional, P. O. Box 559, Omaha, Nebraska.

Golf Professional—Desires change. Age 24, single. 7 years experience—good player and instructor. Best of references. Address: Bob Baulers, Antigo, Wis.


Scotch-born Pro-Greenkeeper with over 25 years experience would like to contact year round job. Throrous knowledge of grasses, soils and course upkeep. Fine record as instructor. Could take management of club as wife is experienced enteress. Excellent references. Will go anywhere. Write: R. B. P., 1419 Columbia Road, N. W., Apt. 24, Washington, D. C.

Responsible greenkeeper wants year around position with good club. Twenty years experience, including National Open, economical construction, maintenance, expert mechanic. Excellent references. Golf dom. Address: Ad 315, % Golfdom, Chicago, Ill.

Young Professional desires position at small live club. Good player, teacher and clubmaker. References. Address: Ad 312, % Golfdom, Chicago, Ill.

Wanted—By man and wife, small club for summer. Both fully experienced in all departments of club and can do the work. Best of references as to character and ability. Address: Ad 310, % Golfdom, Chicago, Ill.

Golf Equipment Wanted. Two used greens mowers, one used spiker. Golf & Recreation, Inc., 130 North Franklin St., Saginaw, Michigan.


Position wanted—by a competent golf professional. Best of references. Address: Ad 311, % Golfdom, Chicago, Ill.


Greenkeeper—wants position. 40 years old; with last club 10 years. Can furnish the best of references. Married. German descent. Address: 309, % Golfdom, Chicago, Ill.

Pro-Greenkeeper desires change. Seven years at present club. Dependable character, excellent references in regard to course upkeep, teaching and shop activities. High credit rating. Class A member P. G. A. Club finances make change desirable. Address: Ad 1005, % Golfdom, Chicago.